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• A large amount of open data is available. This is a new resource.

• Few are aware of the opportunities offered by open data: how can we raise this awareness to create new and better citizen services?
Objectives

• Raise the awareness of open data as a resource to create new citizen services
• Involve citizens in the process of co-creation of public services
• Create OpenDataLabs as platforms (playgrounds) to support citizens’ participation and co-creation
• Approach
Involving citizens, interest groups, public authorities, IT experts and other relevant stakeholders in a process of co-creation of public services based on Open Data

• Methodology
Hackathons (i.e. intensive workshops) will support participation and co-creation
Outcomes

• New public service and applications designed by citizens, using Open Data
• Raised awareness on the potential of OpenData as a resource/new common
• A platform to support open data service co-creation *(OpenDataLab)*
• A methodology to support co-design in OpenDataLab
Facts

• Project start 1. Januar 2016
• Project end 30 June 2016
• Pilots:
  – Aalborg (Denmark)
  – Karlstad (Sweden)
  – Rotterdam (The Netherlands)
  – Barcelona (Spain)
  – Milano (Italy)